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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to determine appropriate
daylighting devices for office buildings in the city of
New Delhi, India. It addresses to those devices,
which are available commercially such as light
shelves, anidolic light ducts, and light tubes. It
intends to understand the performance of these
daylight devices to their maximum potential so as to
increase the daylight availability and thereby reduce
the electrical lighting loads. It would further evaluate
the cost effectiveness of application of these devices.
Hence it assesses the rationale behind the use of such
devices.

INTRODUCTION
For economic reasons, one of the most common
design configurations amongst the commercial
building is the deep plan office layout as it employs
the maximum ratio of usable floor area to the exterior
envelope. The penetration of daylight in these types
of buildings is mainly through windows at the
perimeter which reaches only up to 4.5 meters
because of physical obstructions primarily interior
partitions. Also some buildings are located in very
dense urban areas where daylight availability already
gets reduced by the surrounding buildings. This
results in non-homogenous illumination, with high
concentration of illuminance levels near the glazing
causing discomfort glare. At the same time the
lighting levels are very low in the middle of the floor
plate. Therefore, the core of these buildings is dark
and depends exclusively on electrical lighting for
obtaining an adequate illumination, its consequences
being the increase in the overall energy consumption.
The study focuses only on the core area, the area
beyond the partitions at a distance of 4.5m from the
periphery. To capture daylight and efficiently
channel it towards the core areas, various daylighting
devices such as light shelves, light tubes, and
anidolic light ducts three been studied to optimize
daylighting levels and to efficiently distribute it in
core area (4.5mts. to 9.0mts from the perimeter). Due
to the variations of daylight according to location,
season, and cloud cover, it is necessary to
supplement electric lighting with daylight in order to
achieve optimal lighting requirements. Thus, the

study calculates the electrical lighting consumption
annually. This paper also attempts to explore the
technical & economic viability of integrating
daylighting devices in office buildings in context of
New Delhi.

OBJECTIVE
The main objective of this paper is to identify the
appropriate devices and their application in the office
buildings of New Delhi for achieving optimal
Daylighting. It also aims at evaluating the cost
effectiveness of the application of such devices in
terms of energy savings and the payback period.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To carry forward the present research paper, an
existing commercial building, Bhikaji Cama Place, a
Central Building District (CBD) in New Delhi has
been surveyed. A hypothetical model has been
derived from the survey. After developing the
hypothetical model, various walls window ratios
(WWR) have been applied and experimented to
understand the daylight availability in it. The
windows are positioned on all facades. The window
area has been calculated for WWR of 0.20 0.40 and
0.60 of the overall wall area, achieved by increasing
the width of the window horizontally and the area
required respectively. The above window area does
not include the area required for the daylighting
devices. This paper will consider the glass Visual
light transmittance (VLT) of 0.35 which is generally
used in the architectural practice in the city of New
Delhi. The results of the study does not get affected
by any varying the VLT because the WWR in the
study changes horizontal dimension only. For the
daylighting systems; light shelves and anidolic ducts,
VLT is assumed as 0.80.
The model has been integrated with various design
variables such as building façades, building
geometries and wall-to-window ratio, keeping the
floor area constant 1300 sq.mt. Table 1. (a) and (b)
shows various constants and variables used for the
study. To study the performance of daylighting
systems integration of the selected device with the
derived model has been considered for various
scenarios, which studies and examines its
appropriateness for daylight usage. The models were
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initially modelled in ECOTECT v5.2 and the
daylight simulations have been done in RADIANCE
Beta v2.0 (developed by square research PTY ltd).
The sky types under which the devices have been
studied are CIE Overcast sky and CIE sunny with
sun. The formulation of the simulation exercise has
been established on the available weather files of
ISHRAE.
Table 1 (a)
Constant values for the models
CONSTANT
Glazing VLT
.35
Sill height
0.30 m
Orientation
Reflectance

NS longer axis
Floor : 20%
Wall : 50%
Ceiling : 80%

Area

1300sq.mt.

c). Square 1:1

d). Square 3:3
with courtyard
Figure. 1 Building shapes

a).Flush Facade

b). Recessed windows

Floor to floor height
3.0 mts.
The study consider two types of variables, dependent
variables (light shelves, Anidolic light ducts and light
tubes), while the other are independent variables
shown in Table 1 (b).
Table 1 (b)
Table for Independent Variables
Independent Variables
Rectangle 1:2
Building Shape
Rectangle 2:3
shown in Fig. 1
Square 1:1
Square 3:3 with courtyard
WWR
0.20
0.40
0.60
Façade alternatives
Flush building
shown in Fig.2
Flush with recessed
windows
Stepped Building
Stepped with recessed
windows

a). Rectangle 1:2

Recessed with
stepped facade
Figure. 2 Façade Alternatives
The simulations have been carried out for all the
cases of ‘no devices’ and their corresponding cases
‘with devices’. The simulations have been done in
two parts. The first part analyses the amount (in
terms of percentage) of daylit area for all the cases as
mentioned in Table 1(b). Simulation has been done
only for extreme weather condition i.e. 21st
December at 1200 hrs. The later part of the study has
been analysed on the basis of daylighting penetration.
The initial simulations suggest that WWR affects the
penetration of daylight but to a minimal extent
because of the increase in the horizontal dimension
of the window. Since, WWR of 0.60 shows the best
results amongst the other cases, therefore inorder to
reduce the number of simulations WWR of 0.60 has
been taken into consideration. Simulations are done
for one day per each season: December 21st, march
21st, and June 21st. Since the sun angles are the same
on March 21st and September 21st, simulations for
September 21st are not performed. Usually an office
building is occupied from 0900 to 1800 hours.
Simulations are done for 3 times for a day, at 0900
hour, 1200 hour, and 1500 hour. Simulations have
been carried out considering local latitude (28°34’N)
and longitude (77°11’E).

b). Rectangle 2:3
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c).Stepped

Facade

d).

Daylightin
ng Device
Three dev
vices have beeen selected based on theirr
commerciaal availability and ease off construction.
These dev
vices are ligh
ht shelves, lig
ght tubes andd
anidolic lig
ght ducts. Theese devices arre daylightingg
systems, which
w
can channnel the dayligght to the coree
areas.
o Light shelvee studied here is typical onee
The type of
with flat horizontal plane, white sttucco on topp
surface, exxposed to sun;; placed equallly in and out.
Figure 3(a)). Shows the section
s
of light shelves. Thee
total floor height
h
is 3.0 meters
m
and thee Light shelvess
have been installed at a height of 2.44 mts. Designn
a well as oriientation placeement of suchh
influence as
light shelvee are not a parrt of this study.
Light tubess, which are coommercially available underr
the producct name of So
olatube 20DS [1] have beenn
selected foor purpose of th
his study. Theese are verticall
hollow tubes, the upper part
p has dome, which has thee
d capture the sunlight.
s
Innerr
capability to collect and
surface off the tubes haas been coated
d with highlyy
reflective material; lower part of thhe tube has a
w
helps to
o carry the daaylight to thee
diffuser, which
interiors Orr the depth of the
t interior Or core area..

EXPER
RIMENTS
Table 3.
3 Shows thhe cases whhich has beeen
experimeented. Case1, which
w
is a recttangular buildinng
with 1:2 floor plate rattio, has been studied
s
with foour
facade alternatives
a
i.e. flush, recesssed, stepped annd
recessed with steppedd and, with thrree WWR 0.220,
0.40 andd 0.60. Three ddaylighting deevices have beeen
studied in
i these cases uunder two skyy conditions. The
T
base mo
odel for this exxperiment is done
d
without the
t
applicatiion of the dayliighting devicess.
Case 2, case
c
3 and case 4 have been experimented in
the samee way as in thhe case1 as shhown in table 3.
experimeented cases.
Table 3
Experim
mented cases
Case 1
Rectanggle
1:2
1. Flush
2. Recessed
d
3. Stepped
4. Stepped
d
recessed
WWR
R
20
40
60
Devicee
Light sheelve
Light tub
bes
Anidoliic
Overcast and
sunny skky

Casee 2
Rectanngle
2:3
1. Flush
2. Recesssed
3. Steppeed
4. Steppeed
recessed
WWR
20
40
60
Devicce
Light shhelve
Light tuubes
Anidoolic
Overcast and
sunny sky

Casee 3
Squarre1:1

Casse 4
Squarre 3:3

1. Flushh
2.Recesssed
3. Steppped
4. Steppped
recessed
WW
WR
20
0
40
0
60
0
Device
Light shelve
s
Light tubes
t
Anidolic
Overcaast and
sunny
y sky

1. Flushh
2. Receessed
3. Stepped
4. Stepped
recesseed
WW
WR
200
400
600
Devvice
Light shelve
s
Light tubes
Aniddolic
Overcaast and
sunnyy sky

RESUL
LTS AND O
OBSERVATIIONS
a). Cross-ssection of
Lightt shelve

b).. Cross- sectionn of Light
tubes

l
duct witth highly refllective opticall
Anidolic light
mirror has been studiedd. The device re-directs thee
oop which iss
light enterring from thee external sco
usually loccated at the upper part of
o the facade,
followed by
b a funnel (aanidolic ceiling
g) and an exitt
aperture.

C
section of Anidolic duuct in a room
c). CrossFig.3. Variouss Daylighting devices
d

Results have been plootted on bar graph shown in
figure 4. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show
w the percentaage
amount of
o daylight area during overccast and clear skky
conditionns. The dayligght area is the area considerred
where optimal illuminnance levels needs
n
to be 250
lux. The graphs have been
b
formulateed based on eaach
building types withh all devicces and theeir
corresponding base ccases. The result
r
has beeen
interpreted in two partts. The first paart comprehennds
the perceentage amountt of daylight area
a
(area above
250 lux) for each case for all the assu
umed WWR, the
t
other paart consider onnly WWR off 0.60 WWR as
describedd earlier, and hhas been analyysed on the bassis
of dayligght penetration. The readings have been takken
on everyy 5.0 meters distance of the floor
f
plate for all
building plans for the latter part.
Part I
b
The perrformance off the devices is shown by
analyzing it on the building shap
pes as per the
t
following cases.
R
1:22
Case 1: Rectangle
The com
mparison of the devices has beeen drawn, based
on four graphs
g
in figurre 4. (a), (b) , (c) ,(d) for eaach
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ND_F_60_1:2

ALD_F_60_1:2

LS_F_60_1:2

LT_F_60_1:2
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ALD_F_40_1:2
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LT_F_40_1:2

ND_F_20_1:2
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LS_F_20_1:2

LT_F_20_1:2

0%

Figure 4. (a) Flush facade _1:2

74%

16%

80%

Overcast
Sky

(a)Maximum Range

77%

75%

70%

70%
60%
50%

Clear Sky

40%

25%

30%
10%

0%

Overcast
Sky

16%

13%

20%

0%

1%

0%

3%

0%
ND_ST_60_1:2

LT_ST_60_1:2

ALD_ST_60_1:2

LS_ST_60_1:2

ND_ST_40_1:2

ALD_ST_40_1:2
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LS_ST_20_1:2

0%
LT_ST_20_1:2

ND_ReSt_60_1:2

ALD_ReSt_60_1:2

Clear
Sky
Overcast
Sky

Observation on the basis of changing WWR
The result shows that the impact of increasing WWR,
does not penetrate daylighting deeper in the interiors
of the floor plate, but the highest amount of
daylighting area has been achieved by 0.60 WWR
when compared to 0.40 and 0.20.
The graph below figure 5. (a), and (b) shows the
maximum and minimum ranges of the performance
of devices for WWR of 0.60.
The maximum and minimum values are the amount
of daylit area i.e. the area above 250 lux, achieved by
that device which has been analysed considering all
the assumed facades and WWRs for the study.

(b) Recessed facade_1:2
90%

0%

(d) Resessed Stepped facade_1:2

ND_R_60_1:2

LT_R_60_1:2

ALD_R_60_1:2

1%
0%

5%

0%
LS_ReSt_60_1:2

0%
ND_ReSt_40_1:2

LS_ReSt_40_1:2

0%

ALD_ReSt_40_1:2

13%
4%

LT_ReSt_40_1:2

0%
ND_ReSt_20_1:2

10%
4%

ALD_ReSt_20_1:2

LS_ReSt_20_1:2

35%

30%

24%

0%

75%

LT_ReSt_60_1:2

69%

Clear Sky

8%

6%
0%
LS_R_60_1:2

0%
ND_R_40_1:2

LS_R_40_1:2

ALD_R_40_1:2

3%
0%

6%

LT_R_40_1:2

0%
ND_R_20_1:2

LS_R_20_1:2

ALD_R_20_1:2

5%

0%

39%
31%

30%
23%

25%
19%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

79%

75%

73%

LT_R_20_1:2

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

results for flush facade, which indicates that Light
tubes daylit the core area up to 82%. For the anidolic
light ducts the amount of daylighting achieved are
higher than light shelves.

LT_ReSt_20_1:2

facade and observed on the basis of the performance
of the devices, with the integration of presumed
facades and WWRs. The graphs below have been
developed for the data of both the assumed sky
conditions.
Observation on the basis of devices
The results of Rectangle 1:2 from the below graphs
depicts that maximum amount of daylight is achieved
from Light tubes, even in overcast conditions and
minimal it can daylit up to 20% of the core area. The
Anidolic device shows the maximum area of 38%. It
has been observed that Light shelve assumed for this
study does penetrate daylight in the deeper area, but
to a minimal extent, as when compared with the
cases of without devices.

(c) Stepped facade _1:2
Observation on the basis of Façade alternatives
The outcome of the graphs shows that the amount of
daylight decreases relatively by introducing the
facade typologies. Figure 4. (a) Graph shows the
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(b)Minimum Range
Figure 5

Case 2: Reectangle 2:3
Observatioon on the basiis of devices
Similarly, the graphs has been developed
d
forr
rectangle 2:3,
2 from the results
r
it has been
b
observedd
that the app
plication of thee devices for a floor plate off
area 1300 sq.mt the assuumed ratio off the rectanglee
2:3, showss the maximum
m penetration of daylight inn
the interiorr. The models integrated
i
withh light shelves,,
anidolic du
ucts and light tubes results in 21%, 52%
%
and 89% of
o daylit area of optimum luxx levels of 2500
respectivelyy.
Observatioon on the basiis of Façade allternatives
Results forr flush facade,, which indicaates that Lightt
tubes dayliit the core area up to 82%, the floor plate iss
generalisedd to be 1000 sq
q.mt for all the facades. Forr
the anidoliic light ducts the amount of
o daylightingg
achieved arre higher than light shelves.
The similarr graphs as in case 1 have beeen developedd
for this case,
c
are not shown, as the value off
illuminancee decreases wiith the integraation of facadee
alternativess.
Observatioon on the basiis of changing WWR
The maxiimum measurred values of
o daylightingg
illuminancee are from 0.6
60 WWR, in all
a the facadess
typologies.. Similar graphs have been developed too
get the valu
ues of minimu
um and maxim
mum amount off
daylit area from all the cases.
c
From thee results it hass
been interp
preted that the minimum of 25% from thee
assumed coore area can bee daylit by lighht tubes, in anyy
of the two
o sky conditioons considered. While, thee
maximum of 5% and 11%
% can be achieved from lightt
shelve and light ducts resspectively.

quare 1:1
Case 3: Sq
Observatioon on the basiis of devices
The outcom
me for the squuare 1:1 indiccates that lightt
shelves aree least effectiv
ve and do nott shows muchh
increase inn daylighting for the deep plan
p
interiors.
Light tubess attains maxiimum amount of daylit areaa
60%, as compared
c
to other
o
devices. Light shelvee
attains minnimum amount of daylit area.

minimum
m of 20% inn any of the sky conditionns,
whereas it is 75% durinng the clear skyy conditions.
Case 4: Square 3:3 wiith courtyard
Observaation on the baasis of devicess
The anaalysis of the results showss, integration of
devices with courtyarrd type buildinngs can harneess
daylight deeper in interiors with alll devices. It has
h
been notticed that Lighht shelve assum
med in this caase
penetratee daylight to thhe maximum off 55% of area.
Observaation on the baasis of devicess
The maxximum measurred amount off 60%, 40% annd
10% of daylight
d
area ccan be achieveed for light tubbes
anidolic and light shelves, respectiveely in any of the
t
two sky conditions.
Part II
For the second part of
o the study, the
t graphs haave
otted on the baasis of daylighht penetration, to
been plo
check thhe better perforrmance of the devices. For thhis
case 0.6
60 WWR has been taken into account as
mentioneed earlier.
Table 4
Radiaance images

Cl_ND_600_1:2 at 3 pm.
June
J
21st

Cl_LS_60_1:22 at 3 pm
Jun
ne 21st

Observatioon on the basiis of Façade allternatives
The case in
ntroduced withh flush facade of 0.60 WWR
R
reaches maaximum of 11%, 75% and 30% of daylitt
area, wherreas with othher facades, devices
d
barelyy
renders dayylight to the deeep.
Observatioon on the basiis of changing WWR
The maxim
mum amount of daylit arrea has beenn
achieved byy light tubes, as
a compared too the other twoo
devices. Thhe daylight rennders maximum
m of 42% andd
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Cl_AnL_
_60_1:2 at 3 pm
June
J
21st

Cl_AnL_60_11:2 at 3 pm
Jun
ne 21st
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Figure 6. (c) At 1500 hours for March

Rectangle 2:3 showed good amount of penetration.
The pattern remains the same for the devices. While
square 1:1, represents the least penetration as from
the other building shapes.
1100

E
1000

N

900

S

800

Daylight Illuminace value (Lux)

Table 4. Showcases few images which presents the
quality and quantity of daylight achieved with ‘no
device’ case and the corresponding ‘with device’
case. The values of the illuminance have been
calculated for the floor plate for three times and for
21st March, 21st June 21st December, as described
earlier. The values have been plotted after every 5
mts. Distance. The graph shows the values for all the
four orientation. The firm lines represents the
readings of longer axis, which is along S-N whereas,
the shorter axis has been represented in dotted line,
along W-E.
For Rectangle 1:2, the graph plotted below Figure 6.
(a), (b) and (c) shows Light shelve and Anidolic
ducts can renders daylight levels of 100 – 75 lux till
middle of the floor plate, where as the case with no
device renders below 5 lux at 0900 hour and 1500
hour from the east and west respectively, while the
values has been found very low on the opposite side,
25 lux approximately. Whereas, at 1200 noon
variation is not much, it distributed uniformly on all
the orientation in the floor plate. Figure 6. (a),(b),(c).
The values of illuminance decreases relatively for the
light shelve in the floor plate. It has been noted that
for the case of Anidolic ducts and light tubes, the
daylighting levels alters, in the floor plate. For light
ducts, the value shows higher lux levels at 12 noon,
as the sun is at the top.
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Figure 6. (a) At 0900 hours for March
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Illuminance achieved in the month of June figure 7
(a), (b) and (c) is found to be higher than the other
two and the lowest during the month of December.
The graphs for the other building types have been
plotted in the same way. It has been observed that the
amount of daylighting penetration reaches only up till
15.0 meters in Square1:1. The Maximum penetration
has been achieved in rectangle 2:3 with flush facade.

ANALYSIS FOR ENERGY SAVINGS
The Lighting load calculation is done in part II for
each device. It evaluates the lighting energy savings
by calculating the amount of artificial lighting energy
required annually and is compared to the base case.
The average values of illuminance are calculated by
adding the values for a particular month for three
hours per day and for particular sky conditions. For
example, the average illuminance value for a case in
December is found by summing up the values
obtained on December 21st at 0900 hour, 1200 hr,
and 1500 hr for clear sky conditions for that
particular floor plate. Further it is observed that by
supplementing artificial light, the required lux levels
are achieved. These values are calculated by
multiplying the average values for illuminance and
the number of days for both sky conditions, thus, the
values are calculated for each month and hence the
consumption.
Since the illuminance values have been calculated
only for March, June, and December by using
Radiance beta v4, the values for other months are
found by taking the values same for adjacent months
for instance, February and April for the month of
March. The consumption is recorded in percentages
of electric savings and has been evaluated by
deducting the lighting energy loads of each case from
its base case.
Case1. Rectangle 1:2
The result shows maximum savings for the flush
facade i.e. F. The introduction of light tubes in flush
facades saves 91% as compared with the base case;
the amount of savings has been reduced to 79% as
the facade typology changes. The savings calculated
for light shelves and Anidolic remained unchanged,
with the integration of façade types as compared
them with their base cases, but the savings was
maximum for both the devices in flush facade.
Case 2. Rectangle 2:3
The calculated savings for rectangle 2:3 for flush
façade with integration of the daylighting devices are
50% for light shelves, 93% for light tubes and 60%
for anidolic light ducts, after being compared them
with their base cases. The amount of savings
decreases relatively with the façade integration. The
introduction of recessed windows with stepped
facades i.e. RST, shows the minimal savings of 30%,
76%and 49% respectively for the devices.

Case 3: Square 1:1
The amount of lighting energy savings for the square
1:1, emerges low as compared to the other building
shapes. The results show better economics for flush
facades. The savings are higher for light tubes i.e.
89% in flush facade, and minimal for light shelves in
recessed with stepped façade is 20%.
Case 4: Square 3:3 with courtyard
As the case has been introduced with courtyard, the
savings attained in this case are higher as than the
other cases. The maximum amounts of savings
achieved through flush facades are 65%, 95% and
75% respectively for the devices. It is also observed
that the amount of lighting energy savings is much
higher when examined for other presumed facades
typologies.

ANALYSIS FOR COST EFFECTIVENESS
This paper evaluates the cost effectiveness of the
devices by calculating the investment in application
of the device for all facade typologies and for WWR
0.60. The payback period has been calculated by the
following formula.
Payback period = Initial Investment of device/
savings.
The cost for each device has been calculated
separately as per the cases. The fundamental cost for
the devices has been calculated as per Delhi schedule
of rates (DSR), the estimated cost of installing a light
shelve and anidolic light ducts are INR 18,390 and
INR 76,972 each respectively, inclusive of material
cost, labour cost and maintenance cost respectively
and the estimated cost for 21” light tubes are INR
32,000 each device as per the Solatube manufacturer
data.
From the analysis of the amount of lighting energy
savings, it has been observed that higher the savings
lower the payback period, savings are inversely
proportional to the payback period.
In Rectangle 1:2, where the savings are higher with
the application of light tubes in case RST, the
payback of 5 years and 4 months has been estimated,
in comparison to the case of F as the savings are less
and vice versa.
The results shows, Light shelve has the lowest
payback period of 3 to 4 years except in rectangle
1:1, where the payback returns in 8 years as the
savings are very low. Due to facade integration the
payback period decreases, as the amount of savings
increases.
The result for Square 3:3 indicates that all devices
give results in higher Payback years for every façade,
when compared with the cases of other building
types. The result indicates that Anidolic ducts show
around 6- 10 years to return its Payback for every
façade type, as the value of savings are low.
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CONCLUSIONS
The paper concludes that out of various types of
facades integrated for improving daylighting
performance, light tubes and light ducts show
excellent result – in overcast as well as sunny sky.
Conventional light shelves cannot work under
overcast sky conditions, even during clear sky they
do not gives deep penetration. Despite a long
payback period of light tubes and light ducts, in a city
like New Delhi, where 60-70% of the year clear sky
conditions prevail, to achieve optimal daylighting
and to access the economic viability, any of two
studied devices can be integrated with light shelves
to give more optimized results.
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NOMENCLATURE
VLT – Visual light Transmittance.
Ov - Overcast sky
CL- Clear Sky
R- Recessed facade
F- Flush facade
ST- Stepped façade
RST- Recessed stepped façade
WWR- Wall to window Ratio
r- Reflectance
LS- Light Shelves
ALD- Anidolic light Duct
LT- Light tubes
ISHRAE - Indian Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air Conditioning Engineers
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